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THE TRAPPING OF K. AND Na ATOMS BY A CLEAN W( 1 10) SURFACK, 

DYNAMIC TRAJECTORY CALCULATION'S. 

A. Hurkmans, a E.G. Overbosch and >1. Los. 

WfllO} -supfaiee'ihas been measured: as, d •ffiötction'.-.of incident energy. :(0. S -•••., 

E. \i'--J'S •eV)., at 'severall-angles-'of, incidence. fi'At. "the" scans-. tiiaa,'we: measured' • •-.It ••'<.• 1 .. . • • I 'j : ^ ; " - ij . - ', . !'•' 

thé}, de sorption-.. energies [Q^ of the trapped potassium'.arid- sodium atoms: 

Qj = 2. <95;.± 0.02 .eV and! Q^ = [2.60^:0.04' eV- respectively. -The measured /: 

trapping ..probabilities, can he described well by(Trillings ::"partially acveerte 

spherical: cap" -model \11. ] except, for the small angles of "incidence.-We • r 

performed dynamic trajectory calculations for a particle scattered from a 

diatomic, molecule . to explain • the screening: arid the discrepancy(at''normal [ •• 

incidence. The, calculations give good quantitative .agreement. ,with\: the--' 

measured trapping probability at small angles both for po^assiuin-and so-; 

divan'atoms (and show that simultaneous interaction with f üo adjacent sui1-' 

face atoms".affects the" trapping particularly: at small anglesA of (incidence. 

1. INTRODUCTION I 

The scattering of atoms from clean well defined solid-surfaces provides 

an important tool in surface studies. For recent surveys the reader is re-

ferred to articles by! Goodman [2 ] and Smith 1-3 ] . The trapping of atoms by 

a solid-surfaces is one of the fundamental aspects of the scattering of atoms 

from the surface. In the present experiment we studied the trapping of al-

kali atoms in the eV energy range. As a practical implication of such a 

system can be mentioned the thermionic energy conversion. In the experi-

ment hyperthermal alkali atoms (in the range from 0.5 eV to 15 eV) were 

scattered from a clean W(110) surface. We measured the fraction of atoms 

initially trapped £4,5^ by the surface as a function of incoming energy 

at several angles of incidence. The ultimate state in which the: atom inter-

acts with the surface ~ whether reflected or adsorbed - is essential for 

the understanding of notably the charge - exchange of an atom to the surface 

which is the aim of a next study [6]. 



Classical models may be applied for describing the scattering of 

atoms with the energies being used :2j . In a previous experiment 

[5! it was demonstrated that models desi;ribi:v the trapping probabili-

ty in this energy range should contain considerable surface structure in 

order to explain the angular dependence and that cube models only worked 

at normal incidence. The model of Trilling (the "cap" model) IJ] contains 

appropriate, surface structure based on the geometry of the lattice and > 

moreover it desrribfc rhcrn.iï rnr :'rn --f rhr litri.t -- i t . "Tti~acuZy, 

a very simple formula for the trapping probability is given which con-

tains two adjustable parameters for the surface structure, viz. an 

elevation angle which describes the "cap size." and an azi-

muthal angle which represents the part of the cap "seen" by the incoming 

beam. In this model, which allows the change of tangential momentum into 

normal momentum,the angular dependence of the trapping probability is; des- y 

cribed quite well by choosing the proper values for these parameters. 

However, the case of normal incidence cannot be predicted by this model. 

Arguments will,be given that simultaneous interaction with at least two 

surface atoms must be introduced, in order to explain the small energy 

transfer to the surface. To study these effects viz. simultaneous inter-

action we made use of a computer program by v.d.< Meulen L7] , which cal-

culates the trajectory of a gas atom which interacts and transfers energy 

simultaneously to two surface atoms. This can be done by introducing suitable 

canonical transformations after which the Hamiltonian equations of motion 

are solved. It is shown that in many cases the scattering from two surface 

atoms represents the scattering from a row of atoms and in good approxi-

mation from the complete lattice. The model demonstrates that the fact that 

single particle models seem to work so well in this case in predicting the 

energy transfer to the lattice, is due to a coincidence. Conditions favorable ;• 

for rainbow scattering are predicted. The measurements have been performed 

with atomic beams of K and Na atoms. The alkali atoms are ionised during; 

scattering and the scattered ions are detected C5] .In case of Na a small 

correction had to be applied because of incomplete ionization. Further 

the ionization is a resonant process and does not play a role in the 

scattering process and the atomic scattering is considered as if it were sr 

ion scattering with the same energy. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Except for the crystal mounting the experimental arrangement is identical 

to the one previously described in derail !5i . Suffice it to say here that 

a neutral alkali beam is produced by cathode sputtering from a solid alkali 

target. Subsequently this beam is eollimated and is energy selected in the 

energy range from 0. 2 ~ 40.: eV • by using a mechanical velocity selector, with 

a velocity resolution of 8.52 (f.w.h.m.) L8i . The beam flux at the 

tungsten target was sufficiently low ( slO atoms cm sec ) to avoid 

contamination of the surface ;by the atomic, bean;. Cantamiiia'cion '̂ŷtèsa'dua!.'.>.•':;••• 

Rases is reduced to a mini rum bv rhe '--.-hi-T: •—. ••"'T': vac;; :-

ditions. anu high temperature of the surface. The working pressure was less 

than 4x10 Torr, the main component of the residual gas being mass 28. 

The temperature of the surface was kept at approximately T = 1200 K during 

the measurements. The surface could be flashed above 2500 K for cleaning. 

The target consists of a high purity (99.999A) tungsten single crystal 

ribbon with dimensions 15x2x0. 15 mm"̂ . The. large face of the ribbon expo-

ses: the (110) plane to within 3°. The orientation was checked with back-

scattering X-ray diffraction. The mounting of the ribbon was such that.the 

principal plane was nearly parallel to chains of atoms of the W(110) plane 

with interatomic distances of 2.70 X for all angles of incidence. The rota-

tion of the ribbon from normal incidence to larger angles was in such a 

direction that the step-ups caused by th« tilt of 3° of the (110) plane: 

from the geometrical plane are not "seen" by the incoming beam. 

The surface was mechanically polished with different abrasives until 

it looked: like a mirror. The final polish was 0.7 u diamant paste. The sur-

face was then electro-chemically polished by washing the crystal during 

20 sec in an electrolyte (5 N NaOH) at a current of 0.4 A.: As has been 

checked by examining the sample in a scanning electron microscope (SEM), 

the mechanically polished surface displays little structure though the 

scratches caused by the abrasive are seen. Electropolishing makes the surface 

structureless to within approximately 200 A, but can cause some etch pits. 

These, however, are almost avoided by using the proper cleaning and polishing 

technique. E 

xamining.the surface,(by SEM) after the measurements, in which 

the sample was exposed to extensive temperatures (Ts =2500K) and oxygen 

treatments, showed little changes on a scale of 200 

The crystal mounting is shown in fig. 1. 

The ribbon is mounted on two 5 cm long tungsten rods. At both ends of the 

ribbon holes of diameter 0.8 mm have been made by spark cutting. The rods 
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Fig., 3 - The trapping probability for Na scattered by W(IKI) as a; function 
i: . of incoming energy for three ancles of incidence at T =11225 K. 
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with siightly conical ends; precisely fit in the holes and are; clamped in1 ; .'> 

stainless stec-1 blocks. The ribbon is heated by direct current. The di-

mension of ribbon and rod*; are s*ich that the Ion.perat.Mri. i-.r rulionl. across, thu 

ribbon was minimized ( ï5 K/cm)! for surface temperatures 1000 K < T;:V 1500 K. " 
Vl ' ' : : ! I • > ! ' " S .1, ,. 8.' I i 

[•and:.yet ..the crystal .• could' be,. flashed:; above 250C> 'K.
; Thin xur.gsten' wire's A-î v-

• (0,.;O.O25 .mm) are attached to the crystal, in..,order. t-ô raeasure the potential isl ': 

across the ribbon. With an optical pyrometer which has bt.-en cal i brated against 

a standard one surface tompera• uros havo ht--r, r-.'<:'-'ured. A <• al i b r a t i»»n was 

made of surface temperature and resistance across the t's' al riVion. 

Extensive oxygen .treatments, t 9,i with repeatedly.- f Lashing'.to1, T,s;-:̂ ';;250Q.ïK. 

were used to remove carbon from the surface. Before «very set of measure-

ments the surface was covered a few times with 100 Lanjonuirs of oxygen 

(at Tg = 1200 K) and then flashed clean at T =» 2500 K. Prior to each 

measurement we flashed the surface (about 1 sec at T^ ^ 2500 K),waited 20 sec 

until the temperature:was stabilized at T == 1200 K and performed the 
S 

measurement within 100 sec thereafter. The alkali beam is focussed to a spot; 

of size 8x0.5 mm on the tungsten target. All scattered particles which are; 

ionized by the surface are collected by the detector. We made use of a corre-

lation technique L101 to determine the trapping probabilities. Very brief-

ly we summarize the „method. The cross-correlation function ip (.t) between the . ' . . .:•'..•' I ' XV . '••'},•.. .. ' 7 -I: 

pseudo-random modulation of the primary, beam x(t) and the detector signal 

y(t)i is computed. ;This correlation function reflects the surface time,: res-.; 

ponse from which the trapping probability is calculated [5] . " ;i. :•••••. 

3. RESULTS 

The fraction of atoms initially trapped by the surface and the binding 

energy for ion desorption have been computed from the measured cross-corre-

lation spectra as described previously in detail [5] . Results are given 

in figs. 2 and 3. The trapping probability of K-atoms scattered by the W(II0) 

surface is plotted in fig. 2 versus the incoming energy for seven different: 

angles of incidence (0^ = 10°, 20°, ..,..., 70°) at a fixed temperature of 

the surface T = 1150 K. 

In comparing these results with the trapping by a polycrystalline'tungsten1 

surface C5] one observes for W(110) a similar but stronger angular dependence 

The trapping probability increases;with angle of incidence for all energies 

and decreases with incoming energy of the potassium atoms. A similar beha-

viour is ̂ ound for sodium atoms ; scattered by W( 110) , for which fig. 3 gives 



j i: reciprocal surface temperature J-x lO'lK"1) 

-1 K and Sa ; désorpcion from VI(llO)., Arrhetuus plot of the mean , 
1 residence time t, of initially crapped K+ and Xa+atoms versus 
the reciprocal; surface teiaperature T<:'. The desorption energy} 
Q. has been calculated trora the:slope of the least square tit; 



the fraction of atoms initially trapped as a function of incoming energy 
for three, angles of. thc.idence.̂ ivizi- '0.:' «'Vl.O.- ,"i0. • 50'?->-and .81 = 70" The ;; 
surface temperature was kept at T = 1225 K durinc these measurements. 
The potassium atoms arc completely ionized d'iring scattering from the «1IIL, 
surface, independent of their initial energy; however, the ionization effi-
ciency for sodium atoms scattered by W(,M0) is u function of the incoming 
energy .6] . In particular the ionization probability is different for the 
desorbing and the1 reflecting particles. Therefore fig. 3 gives the results 
obtained after-application of'the following correction;.:: .:..<•••• '"''."•'" 

tt'ap . t cap .measured •• . • ' . •. ' • 

where n(E) is the total ionization efficiency at energy E for reflected and 
initially trapped atoms and (5 the ;ionization probability for the initially 
trapped atoms. The factor n/t has been measured as a function of energy and 
angle of incidence for Na on W(1I0) 16] . I: varies smoothly from one to 
approximately two if the trapping probability decreases from one to zero. 
Consequently, the correction is small except for the highest energies measured• 

Fig. 4 gives the mean residence time of initially trapped K and N'a atoms 
on a clean surface as a function of the surface temperature. The ion 
desorption energy has been calculated from the Arrhenius form of the va-
riation of the mean residence time T of the initially trapped particles with '.ti-
the surface temperature T^. Fig. 4 gives the results for K and Na. The ion 
desorption energy was found to: be for K: Q. = 2.05 ± 0.02 eV and the corres-

1 ~ 1 3 ponding pre-exponential factor T = (4 ± 1)10 sec. For sodium ions de~ O . y 
sorbing from W(II0) we obtained: Qi = 2.60 ± 0.04 eV and T = (6 ± 2.5)10 sec. 
Particularly in case of sodium the measurements were very sensitive to 
slight surface contamination (probably carbon contamination). Therefore, 
during the measurements of sodium on W(110), we have cleaned the surface 
with oxygen.in the standard way (see experimental) before each measured point. 
Thereafter the measurement was repeated twice within 5 minutes iafter the 
cleaning procedure, to see if any shift occurs. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Explanations of the measured trapping probabilities were initially tried 
by using models describing the interaction of an ad-atom with a single sur-
face atom by aibinary collision. In a previous experiment we compared the 
measured trapping of potassium atoms by a polycrystalline tungsten surface 



with a 1 cube model I. 5 ], v At -normal1 incidence the agreement ..with'- the nsimple y..<-
model; was,good'; on the''contrary;St larger" angles' of; "incidence 'the •model: - ! y 

Largely overestimated:the trapping probability. A1 natural explanation of ,: 
this disc; y was found by intro.;u--i;v,; su r: a < e s: 1 -.1;: ssn-, thus sih'-'uif 
..the-trapping probability, to decrease. '.Trilling 1.1 1:includes in his , "partially 
scre'ened1' spherical' leap1': -model' appropriate sur face ; structure. He is .able -. to . 
describe in closed form the measured trapping for large anples of incidence 
: both; 'for? potassium and sodium atoms. In the model two assumptions of ••.•surface; 
'•geometry have -'to '.be' wade 'namely- concerning e.levat ion. and-azimuthal screening. 
•In."- fac.tl'thiS' jindicatcs' 'that the scattering iraist ; t e ' described'"by s c a t t e r i n g 

from the frontsides (as "seen" by the incoming beam) of caps of relatively 
•small,.elevation-.angle compared to "billiard ball" geometry. .At the .:•••• 
angles of incidence near normal, however, the model gives too large trap-
ping for all incident energies particularly in case of the larger atom 
viz. potassium. Moreover, cube models also overestimate the trapping pro- ,, 
bability in this case. This is even more striking because it means that any 
binary collision model containing surface curvature would predict too 
large trapping at normal incidence as the curvature causes conversion of 
normal momentum into tangential momentum and therefore enhances the trap-
ping probability. It has been discussed previously [. 5 j within .the concept: 
of a binary collision model that simultaneous interact ion with two lattice 
atoms can account for this discrepancy as the effective mass ratio; of the; 
colliding projectile and surface atoms: depends on penetration depth into ; 
•surface.. .;•••• . • . . •.-•.! 

Considering the above mentioned screening and discrepancy for normal 
incidence we are led to the use of a computer; model to get a better under-
standing of those effects. However, in our opinion the simulation of a 
many particle system of realistic size would involve too many unknown 
variables at the present; stage. We therefore have chosen; the simplest 
case which allows us ; to study the simultaneous interaction. We performed, 
dynamic; trajectory calculations;of a particle scattered simultaneously 
by two surface atoms. We assumed pairwise repulsive potentials between; 
incoming atom and surface atoms. The functional form of this potential 
is not exactly known. However, in the eV range generally a Born-Mayer 
exponential-potential is used, which is given for a certain range of inter-
atomic distances where the potential function is fitted to experiment 111] 
or theory [11,12] . In our model we let the impact be at the line of centers 
of two adjacent atoms in the surface plane. Therefore, only in-plane 
scattering is considered. In the experimental situation the plane of 



inc idence'''''is'v'alino,stl':'<rxactl,y • parallel' t o r o v - j of:' rsto'.n's of ,-c.l.os'gs.t*, packing 

o f ' ' t he • ( 1 1 0 ) ' f a c < ; ' T h e . ' r e s t r r c t t o h o f ' i n - p l a n e s c a t f « r J t J g ' . : i s ' ^ r e a s o n a b l e ; , 

particularly in case of snail initial tangential m'-ner.tum. Since we are 

.iealiriR with th>' cl ost* pc-Vei; tllOj Mir: i-, the d i s t ar.c <• tftwcen rows 

parallel 'to: the .principal p lane, is-only. 2.5 A':I f.' thé j impact.' i's .right^in •!',::',.li;:' 

the middle between two rows near 1 v (*:•:(• lu:-ivf-1 y i :i-nl -ine scattering r traits. 

The'ny: mosSt'i of the oiit o f "iplane-.scatter i ngY is 'Expected] from •,'impact- 'parameters 

roughly at no more ithan 0.6 A away from the line: of..'.penters of: the rows-

This was' demonstrated 'by-van Veen and Caspers, [ 1 3] in :a computer simulation 

ui a p r o j e c t i l e I ' ska tce t ted by a -l a t t i e o vith. V (1J P) .geanuttry totijs't.s.cing.' oty 

15 atoms. On the other ham! an est i raat ion of the of foot of out of plane 

scattering on trapping can be obtained from Trilling's model . \1 by 

examining the influence of azimuthal screening. The present trajectory 

calculations do not include thermal motion of the surface atoms. The 

influence of surface temperature on trapping can be estimated reasonably 

from' Tr'illirïg's! mode! [1 J. :...!'• •: 

5. TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS 

The model is illustrated in fig. 5. The projectile denoted by 5. with 

incoming energy F.,. :and angle of incidence approaches the surface, con-

sisting of two surface atoms labeled ! and 2. It is accelerated by an 

attractive square well potential with depth D, to get energy E^+D and 

angle of incidence in the potential well 0. . Arguments for conside-

ring the attractive part of the gas surface interaction as a collective 

.md stationary potential have been given before [5.1 . Then, this attrac-

tive interaction can be replaced by a square well potential with depth 

D, for which we took the value of the measured ion desorption energy Q... 

Using these initial conditions the classical dynamic trajectory of 

particle 3 has beeen computed by integrating, the Hamiltonian equations 

of motion, resulting in! 18 linear coupled first order differential 

equations. For the description of this method the reader is referred to 

v.d.Meulen CV]. For the interaction of particle 3 with the individuals surface 

atoms we; have chosen the repulsive pairwise Born-Mayer potential: 

V 3 i(r 3 i) = A exp(-r3./p), i=l,2. (2) 

From theoretical considerations and experiments [111 j this type of 

pairwise.potential is especially suited for the description of the re -

pulsive interaction in the range between 0.1 and 10 eV. Inelastic effects 
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Fig. 5 - A coapuMU 'trajectory Ear particle '! is shown. The jdashed linos 
, 7 ,:'represent equipotential lires,: mea«urüil from Chi-' bottom oi" the 

: i square: veil. p.| The impact parameter b Is defined uitti respect 
: CO the ciT.fï'r rf nĵs- en:j , of .the tvo surfu-e .itor.s. The dim— 

'I,'.' ,'; ; tion of tlis arrows for b ,-ir.d die angles indicate' posit.ivé'1 values. 
:,: The distance of closest approach to the surface is X . . Th-- t ra-

;.;' ;,:, . •.. , ,.,.•:• : • "i • " HIU1 ̂  ,,. 

j jectoif.-has 'b'i.'pT) cnnputnl 'fnr'Mn.-viili «. 'ft. '-.'AO t> «. 

, 2.60 .wei h =0.5 8, with ̂potential parameters A « (.000 .-V and 

; >va0.31 X. The distance,.between1 the .surface atoms ij iR ,'• 1.1 •> X. 



•;an be neg i ec ted in this energy range. 111! . The mutual interaction 
between the two surface atoms can he neglected (V <r[0) 0) as the col-
lision time is short compared to the lattice relaxation time • f> J . Tins 
.•'S sumption is justified by the results of the trajectory calculations 
indicating that tin'- change in surface atom scpar.it ion AR.., is snail du-
ring the collision viz. ARp c 0.1 K for energies below 10 eV. 

The impacL parameter b is defined with respect to the center of mass 
of 'the'.; two W~atras ;'as indicated y.iri „ figi 5 .', The d Latance of closest-.Js y/r 
approach 

to the line of centers between at onJ 1 and atnrn 2' is denoted 1 

by 7. . , corresponding to tne distance of closest approach to the sur-
face. After the scattering from the W-W complex the projectile has 
energy Ê j ̂  and reflection • angle "U.. in the potential well. If its "recoil" encrgv from the- surface K rcos"0 . is sufficient to es-;. • r,D r, I) •• 
cape from the potential well D the particle is reflected with final 
energy E and reflecting angle 0)-. Otherwise, or which is equivalent if 
j i) | > 90 , the particle is initially trapped. The trajectory shown in 
fig. 5. is a computed trajectory for Na on W-W with E. = U eV, 0. = 40° 
and b = 0.5 Si. (The surface atom separation equals the lattice constant 
a = 3.16 X; the depth of the potential well is D = 2.60 eV). The dotted 
lines denoted byi 1 eV and 10 eV represent equipotentiai lines of the 
chosen pairwise potentials provided the W-atoms stay at rest during the 
collision (which of icourse is true only if v <<l). 

The potential parameters A and p from eq. (2) for N'a and K on W 
have been obtained;from data given by Smith (ill in a review article 
on potential energy determinations. We used the gas data of the alkali 
hal ides for an extrapolation to the atoaiic number of tungsten. The gas 
equilibrium distances r^ at which the pairwise repulsive potentials of 
the alkali halides are probed ( 2n < r < 3.b X) fall in the range of 
our experiment. The extrapolation (F, Cl, Br, I ->• W) can be relied upon 
because the potential parameters change only gradually with atomic;; number 
for largo Z [14] . Using this procedure we found for Na on W: A = 6000 eV 
and p = 0.31 X; for K+ on W we obtained: A = 6000 eV and p = 0.35 X. 
It should be mentioned that these potential parameters reflect the correct 
difference in size AX between K+ and Na+ viz AX = 0.35 X, when using the 
definition of the size paramter X given by Smith [113 '• X = oIn(a/pF ), F being a standard force of F = 1 eV/X. o o ° o 
According to Pauling [15] the difference in ionic radii of K+ and Na+ 

amounts to AR = 0.36 X. 
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t) and rig. 7 - Synaaic trajprt'Sry .calculations for K (FÏR.: f>V and ••' 

'i'.Na (Fip,. 7) scattered from the: complex at normal incidence 

The. figures display: (a), the retlectiasv angle ^ Q the 
:::::v| recoil energy E^ '̂  cos 0 c «r.d : (7) Che distance; of I closest; 

approach to the surface 'L . plotted as a function;, of impact . 

parameter b:, at' different, energies. The solid, lines, are repre-

sentative for the';scattering from an infinice! row of; atoms: 

The arrbvs indicate Llie position of the surface1 atoms wiIh ili-

terator; e distance R j ̂  « 3.16 

.:. Potential parameters being used for potassium:. I) = 5.05 oV, 

';. A ^ 6000 8, :';>; > a. 35 51 ; I for sodium: n » 2. ftO A = nO'JO 

p » 0.31 S.!j The fraction of atoms initially trapped can be 

:,, ..calculated 1 fr^m ^^ viz. that part of : che sol id line lying below 

Lh« dotted line I). . ;•?•;;-•' : } - • ! -.: 



l'iie relevant features of the trajectory calculations for K and N'a 
scattered by the W-W complex are demonstrat ed by the figures f> through 9. 
In the figures labeled a the reflection ar.gLe Cy ^ is plotted as a 
function of the impact parameter b. The figures denoted by b give the 

1 : '. . ' .!; I ; 
reo->il energy fror; the surfacr- cos"-"^ plotted as against the 
impact parameter, if '..his lJ*v v •».;• s^nl'rr ~h-jr! the attractive potential 
D the scattered particle is initially trapped. Thus, trapping occurs for 
that part.of'the curve.^which 'is below the dotted line D indicated in fi-
gures b. The distance of rlnsost anproarh t- -̂ t» s'!rf"!r:r ?• . i.'. plotted " : : fnin' • •. ". 
versus the impact parameter in fig, c . The solid lines indicated in 
the figs. 6-9 give that part of the scattering from the two surface 
atoms which can bo considered representative for the scattering 
from an infinite row of atoms, while the dashed lines extend the scat-
tering from two surface atoms. As a criterion we used the moment of : 
closest approach to the surface 7. . (fig. 5). If the projection of ': m m • • • , i 'I, . i-the position of the projectile at Z . on the line of centers of atoms : • 'rain i ;•.. 
1 and atom 2 falls in between I and 2,the corresponding curves are 
drawn as solid curves in figs. 6-9, in the other case the lines are 
dashed."i ':•'• 

Results of the dynamic trajectory calculations: for potassium on 
tungsten incident normal to the surface are shown in fig. 6. The 
scatter function, e.g. reflection angle versus impactparameter (fig.1 V 
6a), displays two extrema where dh/dQ = « , giving intensity maxima in 
the angular distribution viz surface rainbow structure [16] .It is 
seen that this rainbow structure widens at increasing energy. The 
trapping probability can be calculated from fig. b, where the recoil 
energy from the surface E cos'O „ i s plotted versus the impact I . U r , 1/ ' ' '*•.:. 
parameter: namely that fraction of the solid1line for a given energy 
which lies below the dotted line of binding energy D. In fig. 6b are 
seen three peaks: Two outer peaks which come from energy transfer to 
the separate surface atoms 1 and 2, and a middle peak which arises from 
simultaneous interaction with both surface atoms. Fig. 6b clearly shows 
that the simultaneous interaction of the potassium atom with the two : i 
surface atoms gives an important contribution and causes the trapping 
to decrease compared;to interaction with single surface atoms. This 
explains why single particle modelsipredict too large trapping at nor-s 
mal incidence in this case. By plotting the distance of closest approach 
to the surface at different energies (fig 6c) it is obvious that'.: sur-
face structure increases at larger incident energies. 
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Fig. 8 vmd'Fig. 9 - 1 .Dynamic J; tra jcctory calculations for K 3); and 

Na (Fig. 9) on U-W at E. i :eV for three ansies of incidence:. 

' =10°, o. * 40° and i' 70°. -YiV' " :'•.; 'Ï V 

Plotted are: the reflect ion angle; © t h e recoil energy., ; 

.from the surface and ^ ^ the distance of closest: approach to! the 

surface, versus impact parameter. The-solid.'•lines; correspond to 

scattering characteristic for an infinite row of atoms. . ; |i . 

Potential^ parameters for potassium: 1) * 2.05 «V, A m f>000 eV, , 

0 « 0.35 X; for sodium: I) « 2.60 uV, A ® 6000 eV, o » 0.31 X. 
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hor sodium similar lie ha v i our is observed at norna! i nr i den re , shown 

in fig. ?• The scatter function (fig. 7a) displays a surface rainbow 

struct tire with larre separation . of the intensity r.axiir.a of the angu-

lar distribution - 70° for F. =• 10 oV, The thre- peak.-, of fig. 7b 

have r'lnost the ïone height, in-Tir.it ini; ;'nji the i r: ur.u.i ion of the 

sodium atom with single surface atoms fouter peaks) give;; approxima-

tely the !.ame contribution to the "recoil" energy as the simultaneous 

inter.n ti^n with two neighbouring surface atoms (middle peak). As ex-

pected the contribution ->:1 : . •:.' ir.Lut'u a: . l i M t - u r s !.»r smal-

ler pr.ije^ti l>:s. 'Ihe 1 igure.s 6b and 7b illustrate why rube models could 

give such reasonable results for small angles of incidence. Moreover, 

they show that the trapping at normal incidence can be described 

worse by single particle models for potassium than for sodium. 

For the lowest unergy tjf fig. 7b (E^ = 1 eV) the fraction trapped 

is one, the solid line lying below the dotted line D; for the 

highest energy shown (Kj = 4 eV) only reflection occurs. Fig. 7c 

displays the surface s'.ructure probed by the inriü-ni hir ix, at dif-

ferent energies. We see that no penetration of the first layer occurs 

for energies as high as 40 elr. 

The angular dependence of the scattering for potassium on tungsten 

is shown in fig. 8, where for a fixed energy E. = W V trajectories 

have been computed for three angles of incidence = 10°, = 40° 

and GK = 70°. The scatter function (fig. 8a) has a tendency to level 

off for larger angles as far as the part of the curve is concerned 

which is representative for surface scattering (solid line). There-

fore, the surface rainbow structure decreases at increasing angles and 

the surface looks flatter. The latter is most clearly demonstrated 

by fig. 8c, where the solid curves actually show one period of the 

surface structure along a row of atoms probed by the incoming beam. n 

The general increase of reflection angle 0 with incident angle 
, .l :•• ,i i ! r , U .i- :•.:•.• ; j H • 

(fig. 8a) causes an average decrease of the recoil energy E _ cos~0 
' ° r,D r,D 

(fig. 8b) and therefore an increase of the trapping probability.In 

fig. 8b is shown that for an incident energy E. = 4 eV at = 10° 

only reflection occurs, as the solid 1 ine is everywhere above:the dotted : i : 

line; the trapping increases with angle of incidence until at 0. = 70° the 

fraction trapped amounts ,Ptrap = 0.65. At increasing angles also the 

average distance ofsclosest approach to the surface increases (fig. 8c). 
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The combination',ó'f , Cigtiries 8a and ..fib' ' c l e a r l y dtóon s t r a t es'-f t he '/'dosjrif ex »'i'óo >;". 

of tangential '• i n t o ^normal mo men tuin' f or. J .1 a.r;*erangles -..of inc.ideacfe1 , '''.thereby.:,.', 

enhancing the. 'reflection with respect, ' to "a'''f.lat cubei-aodél^' Arj;.,t.hei.sinal~.' 
. . ; 1 O •'•!.:'' ' ' • " • !.:1 ':.: ' 

l e s t ' ' i n c i d e n t '"angle ' 0'. '•=.:• 10 " t he . s a n e : ' . three: Peaks' -rrbro f i g . 6bv-arè:|-al.s'o ». 

d i s p l a y e d inf. f i g . •. i Sb.; For . .Larger a n g l e s ' , however ' ; .. t h e •«en t r i . b i i t i OR .'tiitv 

e n e r g y . ' - t rans C«r, t :-s>/the- f i r s t ' • sur face» ' a torn 3 o n e . ('1 ef t peak).;.' dec r e a s e sv antl '*.f 

m i d d l e and r i f ; 1 ' ! peak become a s i n g l e o n e . T h i s i : i d : . . i t e s t h a t t h e en c r ~ 

t r a n s f e r f o r l a r g e a n g l e s i s de t e m i ne>l n a i n l v by si ar t •• r i n f r o •a t h e 

f r o n t s i d e o t t h e second s u r f a c e a t o m ' a f t e r a s o f t . c o l l i s i o n ; w i t h the 

s u p p o r t t o t h e asj- ' ir.pt ir-ns a b o u t s r r e e n in.', i) f Tr i I i iu.\'••• " p a r t i a l l y s c r e e n e d 

s p h e r i c a l c a p " model M . and m o r e o v e r , i n d i c a t e t h a t t h e use of s i n g l e 

p a r t i c l e m o d e l s i s m e a n i n g f u l f o r l a r g e a n g l e s of i n c i d e n c e . 

•,.. The i .mgular dependence of the sodium atoms for a f ixed i;incoming'!/ener-;"f.'"/ 

gy Ev .• ==: !:4;-; eV i, s shown in fig.
: 9 . : The.; rainbow scat ter ing diminishes; at .':'."•// | 

increasing angle of incidence (fig. 9a). The surface structure probed 

by the incoming sodium atoms is larger than ifor potassi:um/(cf. figs, 9a,c 

and 8a,c). The same behaviour as shown in fig. 8b is demonstrated bv 

fig. 9b. At increasing angle of incidence the s.: J 11 e r ing from the loft 

atom (left peak) decreases while the middle antl right peak coincide, 

indicating that the scattering takes place from the front sides of the 

atoms, but that the multiple interaction cannot be neglected. The trap-

ping increases with incident angle. The results of sodium exhibit one 

period of the periodicity of an infinite row of surface atoms for all 

solid curves and therefore, the scattering from two atoms describes the 

scattering from an infinite row of atoms. The trajectory calculations of 

potassium on W-W indicate that for Iar,;c eneigie.s and large angles of 

incidence the interaction with a third surface atom has,to be included' 

as the left side of the solid curve does not match the right side in 

that case. (cf. fig. 8b). 

The trapping probabilities as computed from figs, b are compared with 

experimental values for potassium in fig. 10. The points indicated in i 

fig. 10 give the experimental values (cf; fig. 2)!as a function of ener-

gy for three different: angles of incidence. The dashed curve has been 

computed:for an interatomic distance of the tungsten atom equal to the 

lattice constant R ^ •:=. 3.16 X. The dotted line, however, corresponds to 

the shortest interatomic distance in the UT( 110) plane viz R . = 2.70 X. 
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WL* expect: lhat these two curves should .'.ivc 01: tcr Linitc ris tn^y rr-pr*-
seiu the two dominating interatomic distances in the V(llO) plane as far 
•is sitnul taneous i ntora. t i rr.s with two stirf.sct atr.~s art.- /neemed. The 
.igreement is satisfactory. As the principal plane is .ilr>ost parallel to 
chains'of atoms; in ,tki!W(l 10) plane' with interatomic distances. of;:;2.70/Ai r.1; 
i see experiment.il), we expect the dotted lines to give best results. 
Temperature effects are not included ir> the calculations. Therefore, an 
iir.prfvfTsent is achieved by applying Trilling's temperature corrections 
[ 1 T causing" the tr.ippihfc "fid decrease' for low energies and to.»increase." !,"* 
ror high energies. We note that the values of the incoming energies for 
which 1' = 0.5, where temperature effects are small ;1,5: , are alraost - trap ' v • . • . • ,. i. •" " • 
exactly predicted for all angles. At large tangential momentum of the 
potassium projectile two surface atoms are not sufficient to describe the 
interaction, especially for small interatomic distances. This is exhibited 
in fig. 10 by the long tail for high energies at 0.=.70° and R ^ = 2.70 R. 

Results for sodium are plotted in fig. II similar to fig. 10. Measure-
ments are indicated with points, calculations with dashed lines, , 
(R = 3.16 R) and dotted lines (R.„ = 2.70 %). Like potassium, the 
overall agreement for sodium is good and the critical energies (where v 
Etrip = a r e predicted by the model. We note that; there • 
exists a fair agreement ifor both potassium and sodium at normal inci-
dence. Any binary collision model would give notably for potassium 
much larger trapping probabilities at. normal incidence. Therefore, 
as a conclusion we may state that interaction with more surface atoms i; 
plays an important role. Simultaneous interaction:with only two sur- ü j i 
face atoms can predict the energy transfer to the surface even quanti-
tatively and allows a qualitative study of the scattering from a solid ; 
surface in the eV range. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Surface scattering of potassium and sodium has been studied in the it 
transition region between complete trapping and complete reflection 
e.g. between 1 and 12 eV. The measurements in the first place gave the ^ 
binding energies of potassium and sodium atoms for ion desorption from : 
W(110): Q. = 2.05 ± 0.02 eV and Qi = 2.60 ± 0.04 eV respectively. Trap-
ping has been determined as afunction of incident energy and angle of 



'incidence. Compared with• po 1 yc rystal 1,-ine tungsten, t S'J cbtó 're suits.' on - . , 

W(110 1 show onlv cradu.il differences, i'he angular dependence is stronger 

.for KCl'.l'.Oj than' f or • polycrystall inc'/tungst'en,,, whi I e' .t;ho" measured. curves • . /, 

.for .polycrya tal 1 ine''.tungsten . fal l.: somewhere in'j the fiddle between '.!tho 

measured curves for Wt, I !Q) in case of. pot.issium (fig. J). At large . 

.mglos of incidence the trapping proceed.-- tow.irds higher energies, ji-
.'J'' 

though a n E; c b s c , 'dependence* .is expected• from :a cube. model• does 'trot 

From.-the' considerations in-, the discussion it., is clear. that, two di£r .. 

ferent regimes have to be considered. . Firstly,-1 in case of: angles [of.: in-

cidence,:c,lose .to- normal, the scattering and 'consequent iy the trapping
1 

probability ; i-s! .influenced largely by-simultaneous interactions with two. 

neighbouring:lattice atoms . two'atom surface model, considering only 

in-plane scattering results, in an almost quantitative agreement with the ,; 

experiment. Moreover, it is demonstrated from the calculations why single 

particle cube models can: work reasonably for normal incidcnce in this 

energy range. The second regime is scattering at large angles of incidence. 

The same type of trajectory calculations indicate that in this case single 

particle ; interaction contributes most to the momentum i transfer and thus 

the; trapping probability. However, in this regime1 the restriction of in-

plane scattering is seriously wrong particularly for lighter atoms, as 

expected. Therefore, as a simple model the ''partially screened spheri-

cal cap" model of Trilling describes the. 

experiment much better. More-

over , Trilling' s model describes the influence of surface temperature ana-

lytically. The two adjusted" geometry" parameters from Trilling's model, 

indicating that the scattering takes place from the front sides oi: rela-

tively small"caps" (e.g. elevation and azimuthal screening) have been 

given physical background by the present calculations. 
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